
PARTNERS
IN PARKING

WE KNOW PARKING

WE DELIVER RESULTS

WE BELIEVE IN PEOPLE



Contact us now to find out how “different” can make an incredible difference to your parking operation.

LAZ Parking is one of the largest parking operators in the United States...

...but we’re more than just that.  Every day, more clients choose LAZ for their parking needs, making us the 
fastest growing operator in the nation.

Why? Because “The LAZ Way” makes us completely different from other companies.

WE BELIEVE IN PEOPLE

We hire only the best staff, conducting rigorous screening and background checks. 

LAZ people are matched with positions that challenge them to be successful, 

with a focus on creating opportunities for personal and professional growth.

Once part of the family, our people receive support for learning and development. 

We offer excellent benefits and enrichment programs, keeping our most 

important assets happy, healthy and motivated to drive amazing results.

WE DELIVER RESULTS

The bottom line is that we look after our people so that they look after our 

clients and their businesses.

LAZ consistently brings more parkers to locations with our aggressive marketing 

campaigns.  We achieve incredible savings for our clients through advanced 

automation and we control expenses by closely managing labor and costs.

WE KNOW PARKING

LAZ Parking owns, leases and manages hundreds of thousands of parking spaces 

in thousands of locations across the United States. With our partner, VINCI Park, 

we operate more spaces than anyone else in the world.

For more than three decades our financial resources and carefully selected 

people have given our clients the best of both worlds - the strength of a national 

parking provider and the personal attention of a small, local company.



Mission
Create opportunities for our employees 
and value for our Clients

Values
our four Core values inform every aspeCt of  
laZ parking’s operations and serviCes

Practices
these ensure that laZ parking delivers Consistent,  
high-quality serviCe for our Clients and their guests
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Serving You Nationwide Since 1981www.lazparking.com
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